User Manual
Enjoy maximum cooling with your Coolpad XL Gel pillow topper.
Twice the size of traditional cooling pillow toppers, it will cover the entire surface of your
pillow and cool not only your head but also your neck and shoulders.
This self-cooling XL pillow topper is suitable to
all standard pillows (75x50cm or 65x65cm).
Very practical and easy to use, it can be folded
in 2 or 4 to be carried everywhere and can even
be used under the calves for example.

An ocean of freshness for your sleep and well-being
The Coolpad XL Gel contains a self-cooling gel.
The properties of its inner gel are such that the over-pillow will absorb your excess heat.
The freshness will last for a few hours and then once set aside, the pillow will naturally
return to its original cool temperature.
No action is required on your part before using the Coolpad XL Gel.

To enjoy its freshness, simply slip it under your pillowcase. If you
want more cooling, you can put it on top of your pillow to be in
direct contact with your skin.
For even more freshness, you can put your pillow topper in the
fridge for 30 minutes to 1 hour or in the freezer for a maximum of
15 minutes.
Thanks to its quantity of gel, the pillow topper is soft and supple.
You can fold it in 2 or 4 to increase its soft comfort or to make its
transport easy.
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Care & Storage
The polyester coating gives the Coolpad XL Gel good durability and makes it easy to
maintain.
You can clean your Coolpad XL Gel with a damp sponge and soft soap. Do not use abrasive
sponges or detergents.
Do not put in a washing machine or a tumble dryer. Keep out of direct sunlight.
Store your Coolpad XL Gel in a clean, dry place.

Benefits
You can use your Coolpad XL Gel for your head and neck but also for your legs, calves,
back (in case of extreme heat).









Keeps your head cool
Makes it easier to fall asleep and sleep
Relieves migraines
Relieves heat in hot weather
Limits and relieves night sweats and hot flashes
by regulating body temperature
Relieves your skin irritations and inflammations
(sunburn, eczema...)
Activates brown fat : fat-burning effect
Relieves heavy legs and restless legs

Warranty: This product is neither a toy nor a medical device. Neo Factory - Climsom cannot
guarantee the consequences of the use of the pillow topper. Neo Factory - Climsom
guarantees the original purchaser of the product against any manufacturing defect in the
product for 2 years from the date of purchase.
The warranty does not cover discolouration or the effects of cosmetics or sunlight on the
Coolpad XL Gel. The guarantee will only result in the replacement of the defective product
to the exclusion of any other repair.
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